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Abstract

The XDEM multi-physics and multi-scale simulation platform roots in the Ex-

tended Discrete Element Method (XDEM) and is being developed at the In-

stitute of Computational Engineering at the University of Luxembourg. The

platform is an advanced multi- physics simulation technology that combines

flexibility and versatility to establish the next generation of multi-physics and

multi-scale simulation tools. For this purpose the simulation framework relies

on coupling various predictive tools based on both an Eulerian and Lagrangian

approach. Eulerian approaches represent the wide field of continuum models

while the Lagrange approach is perfectly suited to characterise discrete phases.

Thus, continuum models include classical simulation tools such as Computa-

tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or Finite Element Analysis (FEA) while an ex-

tended configuration of the classical Discrete Element Method (DEM) addresses

the discrete e.g. particulate phase. Apart from predicting the trajectories of

individual particles, XDEM extends the application to estimating the thermo-

dynamic state of each particle by advanced and optimised algorithms. The

thermodynamic state may include temperature and species distributions due to

chemical reaction and external heat sources. Hence, coupling these extended

features with either CFD or FEA opens up a wide range of applications as di-
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verse as pharmaceutical industry e.g. drug production, agriculture food and

processing industry, mining, construction and agricultural machinery, metals

manufacturing, energy production and systems biology.

Keywords: multi-phase modelling, coupling CFD-DEM

1. Introduction

This section reviews major approaches in particular focussing on the com-

bined approach of the Euler and Lagrange concept in a multi-phase flow con-

text. For classical stand-alone concepts such as Computational Fluid Dynamics

(CFD) or Finite Element Analysis (FEA) the reader is refereed to standard text

books [1, 2, 3, 4].

Numerical approaches to model multi-phase flow phenomena including a

solid e.g. particulate phase may basically be classified into two categories: All

phases are treated as a continuum on a macroscopic level of which the two fluid

model is the most well-known representative [5]. It is well suited to process

modelling due to its computational convenience and efficiency. However, all

the data concerning size distribution, shape or material properties of individ-

ual particles is lost to a large extent due to the averaging concept. Therefore,

this loss of information on small scales has to be compensated for by additional

constitutive or closure relations. Packed beds are frequently employed in engi-

neering applications such as for thermal conversion of solid fuels e.g. biomass

[6, 7] or blast furnaces for metallurgical processes [8]. Common to these engi-

neering applications is a complex interaction of processes consisting of flow of

a solid, liquid and gas phase with heat, mass and momentum transfer between

them and including chemical conversion.

In the following sections numerical approaches to represent multiphase flow

as gas-liquid, gas-powder and solid-fluid configurations are reviewed. It is fol-

lowed by the technological concept of the XDEM suite and concludes with rel-

evant and validated applications.
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1.1. Gas-Liquid Multi-phase Flow

A potential flow model to describe the gas-liquid flow were employed by

Szekely et al. [9], Sugiyama et al. [10] and Austin [11]. Another category of

models is based on probability and statistical methods as employed by Ohno et

al. [12], Wang et al. [13, 14] and Liu et al. [15]. The velocity of the liquid phase

is determined stochastically in conjunction with a distribution function. Eto

et al. [16] employed a tube-network dynamic model for simulation of the liquid

flow in the dripping zone of a blast furnace.

Wang et al. [17] coupled continuum and probability approaches to describe

the gas-liquid flow in packed beds. Within a continuum approach based on

Darcy’s equation the gas-liquid velocity is predicted by solving the coupled

continuity and momentum equations as carried out by Takahashi et al. [18],

Takahashi et al. [19], Kuwabara et al. [20], Chen et al. [21], Takatani et al. [22],

Szekely et al. [9], Kajiwara et al. [23], Yagi et al. [24], Castro et al. [25], Sugiyama

et al. [26], Zhang et al. [27], Austin et al. [28], Zaimi et al. [29], Castro et

al. [30, 31], Eto et al. [16] and Chu et al. [32]. Due to the continuum approach

detailed information on the structure of the packed bed is lost, that could be

recovered by a fine grid taking into account the morphology such as porosity

and was undertaken by Li et al. [33] and Wen et al. [34]. However, resolving the

structure requires high CPU times, which was addressed by Wang et al. [35] and

Wang et al. [13]. Wang et al. [35, 36] developed a model for which the numerical

grid must not correspond to the structure of the packed bed e.g. size of the

particles. Motion of the liquid phase is described by conservation equations for

mass and momentum in two dimensions. The model was validated by data of

Sugiyama [26] and yielded reasonable good agreement.

Based on their recent model developments [27], Zhang et al. [37] simulated

the flow of solids in a blast furnace because the layered burden and consumption

of solids effects the flow of gases in a blast furnaces as pointed out by Takahashi

et al. [38]. Increasing the consumption rate of the solids reduces the size of the

stagnant zone.

Das et al. [39] applied a continuous model to predict silicon transport in
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the dripping zone of a blast furnace. They distinguished two mechanisms for

hold-up for the liquid in the dripping zone through a multi-physics coupling of

the heat transfer, liquid flow, species transport and chemical kinetics processes:

Hold-up in the absence of gas flow and in the presence of counter current gas

flow. Owing to the complexity of liquid hold- up, they applied a semi-empirical

approach [40, 41, 42] including both static and dynamic components. They

concluded that the counter current gas flow has no significant effect on the

liquid hold-up under a stable blast furnace operating conditions.

Jin et al. [43, 44] described dripping of liquid metal through a packed bed

taking into account counter-current flow and reactions between gas, solid and

liquid phases. The latter were described by differential conservation equations

for mass, momentum and energy and solved with COMSOL Multiphysics 3.4.

The predicted results include both dynamic and static hold-up of liquid and

showed the dependence of the temperature distribution due to endothermic

reduction of silica.

Danloy et al. [45] developed a modular model to describe the performance

of a blast furnace under steady state conditions. The modules incorporated

represent a burden distribution according to Hamilius [46], flow of gases, liquids

and solids including heat transfer between the phases and a cohesive zone sub-

model. The flow of gases, liquids and solids is based on differential conservation

equations. The cohesive zone sub-model starts at a solid temperature of 1200

◦C and ends where ore is liquid accompanied by a set of five reactions for

reduction of ore. After validation with vertical probe measurements of the blast

furnace B at Sidmar, they predicted the influence of operating parameters such

as burden distribution on gas distribution, pressure drop, productivity, shape

and position of the cohesive zone and top gas temperature profile. Nogami et

al. [47] undertook a numerical analysis of the blast furnace performance with

novel feed material as carbon composite agglomerates (CCB). Their multi-fluid

approach included reduction kinetics for ore [48, 8, 49, 50] and silicon [51, 52,

53]. Additional charging of carbon composite agglomerates lowered melting and

hot metal temperatures, that contributes to an improved efficiency of the blast
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furnace.

Yu et al. [54] also modelled the gas-liquid flow by a continuous approach

in conjunction with a force balance approach and stochastic treatment of the

packed bed structure. Good agreement between measurements and predictions

allowed studying localised liquid flow and the effect of the cohesive zone on the

gas flow.

However, experimental observations [55, 56, 57, 15, 58, 59, 13, 14, 41, 60,

24, 61] show that an above-mentioned pure continuous approach is inaccurate

to represent the flow of discrete rivulets or droplets [62] for the configurations

addressed. Therefore, a discrete approach seems to be more appropriate that

describes the trajectories of individual liquid droplets or solid particles under the

influence of gas drag forces, resistance from the solid phase possibly including

its properties and gravity acting on discrete particles. Ohno and Schneider [12]

were the first to represent liquid flow as spherical droplets moving through the

porous space of a packed bed. Gupta et al. [56, 57] applied a balance of all

major forces acting on a liquid mass to model liquid flow in a packed bed and

has been used by Liu et al. [15] and Wang et al. [13, 14, 41, 63]. Xu et al. [64]

and Chew et al. [65, 66, 67] also investigated into the discrete behaviour of the

fluid phase. Singh and Gupta [68] investigated into the non-wetting liquid flow

from a point source in a packed by a discrete model.

These models lack dispersion of the fluid phase, that is compensated by the

statistical approaches of by Wang et al. [13, 14] and Liu et al. [15] to some

extent. Chew et al. [69] reported from their experimental study that a flow

pattern including horizontal and even upward flow exists.

Within a discrete approach both size and shape of liquid masses have to be

determined for which various studies have been carried out [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,

76]. However, due to the complexity to determine the shape Singh and Gupta

[68] assumed a spherical shape for sufficiently large pore spaces and a rivulet

otherwise. While the gas flow was described as a turbulent flow with the k− ε-

model, a global force balance determined the flow of droplets. Their approach

was validated by measurements in a uniformly packed bed and agreement was
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reported to be reasonable good.

1.2. Gas-Solid Multi-phase Flow

Gas-Solid multi-phase flow is distinguished by the size of the particulate flow.

For very small sizes of the particles it is classified as powder while larger particle

dimensions lead to the domain of packed, bubbling or fluidised beds. Hence,

the following sections review individually these two multi-phase flow regimes.

1.2.1. Gas-Powder Flow

Fines may be entrained by ascending gas (dynamic holdup) whereas remain-

ing fines are caught in the packed bed (static holdup). Hence, the fines effect

the gas flow to a large extent as pointed out by Shibata et al. [77] and Chen et

al. [78]. Shibata et al. [77] observed that static powder hold-up as a blockage

takes place for gas velocities lower than a critical value that corresponds well

with the transport velocity of one-dimensional models. Their model took into

account convective transport, however, neglected viscous stress and body forces

and was employed by Austin et al. [79, 80], Castro et al. [81] and Nogami et

al. [82]. Chen et al. [78] extended the model of Shibata et al. [77] by static and

dynamic powder hold-up. Pintowantoro et al. [83] investigated the static hold-

up as proposed by Hikado et al. [84]. These findings were enhanced by modelling

the effect of impermeable obstacles in the flow and powder accumulation in a

packed bed by Dong et al. [85]. The strong influence of permeability on the gas-

liquid flow was also emphasised by Horio [86]. They employed the continuous

two-fluid approach that has been successfully applied by Jackson [87], Soo [88],

Garg et al. [89], Gidaspow et al. [90], Kuipers et al. [91] and Levy [92]. They

concluded that differences in physical properties determine the flow behaviour

to a large extent including the dependency of dust accumulation on gas velocity,

powder diameter and shape. The latter and its effect on gas-powder flow in a

blast furnace in particular was investigated by Dong et al. [93]. They identi-

fied numerically powder hold-up regions in the central part of a blast furnace

and lower part of the cohesive zone. Sugiyama et al. [94] analysed accumula-
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tion in the deadman and dripping zone of blast furnace through experimental

investigation of a two-phase flow through a parallel packed bed.

Yamaoka [95] reported that these regions of blockage also occur in two- or

three-dimensional packed beds. He proposed a simple model for which the colli-

sion between fines and the particles of the packed bed dominate the behaviour.

These findings were confirmed by Ichida et al. [96] who observed that fines were

deposited near walls due to low gas velocities. Similarly, Yamaoka [97] found

that dust may stick to particle surfaces close to injection, and thus reducing the

outflow, however, not caused by low velocities.

In order to contribute to clarification of these phenomena observed Hidaka

et al. [98] investigated experimentally into the entrainment of fine particles in a

packed bed with a counter-current gas flow. Both dynamic and static hold-up

were correlated with empirical equations. Furthermore, the pressure drop for a

gas flow with entrained fines was slightly higher than for a pure gas flow. Similar

experiments were carried out by Dong et al. [85] and they found that accumula-

tion regions increase with high dust rates and low velocities. Furthermore, the

structure of a packed bed in particular impermeable blocks in a packed bed pro-

mote accumulation of fines. The existence of impermeable fused layers was also

confirmed by Steiler et al. [99]. This phenomenon of impermeable fused layers

was investigated numerically by Wang et al. [63]. Their results indicate that

a complex and non-uniform flow with horizontal and even upward flow takes

place in the cohesive zone and in front of the raceways. Furthermore, liquids

penetrating the void space in the coke layers leads to an increased hold-up.

Yagi [24] investigated the flow of four phases namely gas, liquid, solids and

fines by differential conservation equations. Four phase flow was also addressed

by Dong et al. [100]. They found that motion and structure of the solids effects

the powder and liquid holdup to a large extent. Thus, they predicted a solid

stagnant zone with a hold-up region for powder and liquid. They also stressed

the fact that a flow model has to be coupled to a heat transfer and a chemical

conversion model. Similar investigations were carried out by Aoki et al. [101]

who predicted the behaviour of fine particles in the vicinity of the injection area.
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In the injection region Yuu et al. [102] predicted stable and unstable flows and

was carried out similarly by Takeda and Lockwood [103, 104].

1.2.2. Gas-Solid Flow

An alternative approach considers the solid phase as discrete, while the flow

of liquids or gases is treated as a continuum phase in the void space between

the particles, and therefore, is labelled the Combined Continuum and Discrete

Model (CCDM) [105, 106, 107, 108]. Due to a discrete description of the solid

phase, constitutive relations are omitted, and therefore, leads to a better under-

standing of the fundamentals. This was also concluded by Zhu et al. [109] and

Zhu et al. [110] during a review on particulate flows modelled with the CCDM

approach. It has seen a major development in last two decades and describes

motion of the solid phase by the Discrete Element Method (DEM) on an indi-

vidual particle scale and the remaining phases are treated by the Navier-Stokes

equations. Thus, the method is recognized as an effective tool to investigate

into the interaction between a particulate and fluid phase as reviewed by Yu

and Xu [111], Feng and Yu [112] and Deen et al. [113].

Within a major review on particulate flows modelled with the CCDM ap-

proach Zhu et al. [109] and Zhu et al. [110] concluded that the methodology

is well suited to understand the fundamental physics of these flows. However,

current models including software should be extended to multi-phase flow be-

haviour and to particle shapes other than spherical geometries to meet engi-

neering needs. These efforts should lead to a general link between continuum

and discrete approaches so that results are quantified for process modelling.

Initially, such studies are limited to simple flow configurations [106, 105],

however, Chu and Yu [114] demonstrated that the method could be applied to

a complex flow configuration consisting of a fluidised bed, conveyor belt and a

cyclone. Similarly, Zhou et al. [115] applied the CCDM approach to the complex

geometry of fuel-rich/lean burner for pulverised coal combustion in a plant and

Chu et al. [116] modelled the complex flow of air, water, coal and magnetite

particles of different sizes in a dense medium cyclone (DMC). For both cases
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remarkably good agreement between experimental data and predictions was

achieved.

The CCDM approach has also been applied to fluidised beds as reviewed

by Rowe and Nienow [117] and Feng and Yu [112] and applied by Feng and

Yu [118] to the chaotic motion of particles of different sizes in a gas fluidised

bed. Kafuia et al. [119] describe discrete particle-continuum fluid modelling of

gas-solid fluidised beds.

A similar development has been seen for modelling of blast furnaces. Com-

putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) as a tool for continuous flow modelling has

been applied with success to a large extend as reviewed by Chattopahyay et

al. [120, 121]. The flow of the solid phase consisting of particles is to be mod-

elled by a discrete approach as suggested by Dong et al. [122] and reviewed by

Yu [123] for several engineering applications. Simsek et al. [124] predicted grate

firing systems by the CCDM method, but obtained only qualitatively reasonable

results highlighting the fact that more research is required.

However, current CCDM approaches should be extended to a truly multi-

phase flow behaviour as opposed to the Volume-of-Fluid method and the multi-

phase mixture model [125]. Furthermore, particle shapes other than spherical

geometries have to be taken into account to meet engineering needs according

to Zhu et al. [109] and Zhu et al. [110]. These efforts should ideally be com-

plemented by poly-disperse particle systems since all derivations have done for

mono-sized particles as stated by Feng and Yu [112]. All these efforts should

contribute to a general link between continuum and discrete approaches so that

results are quantified for process modelling.

Although the CCDM methodology has been established over the past decade

[105, 107], prediction of heat transfer is still in its infancy. Kaneko et al. [126]

predicted heat transfer for polymerisation reactions in gas-fluidised beds by the

Ranz-Marshall correlation [127], however, excluding conduction. Swasdisevi et

al. [128] predicted heat transfer in a two- dimensional spouted bed by convective

transfer solely. Conduction between particles as a mode of heat transfer was

considered by Li and Mason [129, 130, 131] for gas-solid transport in horizon-
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tal pipes. Zhou et al. [132, 133] modelled coal combustion in a gas-fluidised

bed including both convective and conductive heat transfer. Although, Wang

et al. [134] used the two fluid model to predict the gas-solid flow in a high-

density circulating fluidised bed, Malone and Xu [135] predicted heat transfer

in liquid-fluidised beds by the CCDM method and stressed the fact that deeper

investigations into heat transfer is required.

Although Xiang [136] investigated into the effect of air on the packing struc-

ture of fine particles, it is not feasible for large structures due to limited com-

putational resources. A recent review of Zhou et al. [109] shows that a lot of

approaches concentrate on flow solely without heat or mass transfer. They an-

ticipate that future requirements will have to concentrate on the following issues

[109]:

• ”Microscale: To develop a more comprehensive theory and experimental

techniques to study and quantify the interaction forces between particles,

and between particle and fluid under various conditions, generating a more

concrete basis for particle scale simulation.” [109]

• ”Macroscale: To develop a general theory to link the discrete and contin-

uum approaches, so that particle scale information, generated from DEM

or DEM-based simulation, can be quantified in terms of (macroscopic)

governing equations, constitutive relations and boundary conditions that

can be implemented in continuum-based process modelling.” [109]

• ”Application: To develop more robust models and efficient computer codes

so that the capability of particle scale simulation can be extended, say,

from two-phase to multiphase and/or from simple spherical to compli-

cated non-spherical particle system, which is important to transfer the

present phenomenon simulation to process simulation and hence meet real

engineering needs.” [109]

These findings are confirmed by Yu and Xu [111] who see the difficulties more

associated with the solid phase than to the fluid phase. Hence, a coupling be-
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tween DEM and CFD is more promissing due to its computational convenience

than DNS- or LB-DEM interfaces. Yu and Xu [111], Zhu et al. [110] and Zhu

et al. [109] gave a major review on particulate flows modelled with the CCDM

approach and concluded that it is well suited to understand the fundamental

physics of these flows.

1.3. Chemical Reaction, Heat and Mass Transfer

The theoretical foundation for the Extended Discrete Element Method (XDEM)

was developed in 1999 by [137], who described incineration of a wooden moving

bed on a forward acting grate [138] for which the particulate phase was resolved

by an individual model describing various conversion processes. The concept

was later also employed by [124] to predict the furnace process of a grate firing

system.

Initial efforts within an Euler-Lagrange framework including the thermo-

dynamic state of the particulate phase were proposed by Peters [138], This

approach is also reffered to as the Combined Continuum and Discrete Model

(CCDM) of which major reviews are found in Zhu et al. [109], Zhu et al. [110]

Yu and Xu [111], Feng and Yu [112] and Deen et al. [113].

Exchange of heat mass, and momentum between the particulate and a fluid

phase are described by empirical correlations as applied by Miltner et al. [20]

for baled biomass. Similarly, Mehrabian et al. [139] and Gomez et al. [140]

employed this approach for packed bed combustion. Thermal conversion of

solid fuels on a forward acting grate were investigated through a coupling of

CFD/DEM by Simsek et al. [124]. Wiese et al. [141] also predicted the perfor-

mance of a pellet stove by CFD/DEM coupling and employing reduced order

modelling for the particulate phase. However, no details on the ROM approach

were provided. Further investigations with the coupled CFD/DEM technique

within the same research group include a variety of applications such as drying

in a rotary kiln [142, 143], municipal solid waste incineration [144], heat transfer

[145] and calcination [146]. Kloos et al. [147] developed a CFD/DEM by cou-

pling the open-source codes Lammps and OpenFoam to analyse heat transfer
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in fluidised beds [148]. Kaneko et al. [126] predicted heat transfer for polymeri-

sation reactions in gas-fluidised beds by the Ranz-Marshall correlation [127],

however, excluding conduction. Swasdisevi et al. [128] predicted heat transfer

in a two- dimensional spouted bed by convective transfer solely. Conduction

between particles as a mode of heat transfer was considered by Li and Mason

[129, 130, 131] for gas-solid transport in horizontal pipes. Zhou et al. [132, 133]

modelled coal combustion in a gas-fluidised bed including both convective and

conductive heat transfer. Although, Wang et al. [134] used the two fluid model

to predict the gas-solid flow in a high-density circulating fluidised bed, Mal-

one and Xu [135] predicted heat transfer in liquid-fluidised beds by the CCDM

method and stressed the fact that deeper investigations into heat transfer is

required. However, fluidised beds including thermal conversion are likely to ex-

perience temperatures above 1000 K [149, 150, 151, 152, 153] and therefore, heat

transfer through radiation becomes dominant. Toschkoff et al. [154] applied

the Discrete Transfer Radiation Model (DTRM) stressed the feasibility of this

approach in conjunction with DEM models, however, becomes computation-

ally increasingly expensive with larger numbers of rays [155]. A less expensive

and feasible approach was developed by Peters [156, 138] who employed view

factors to estimate radiative transfer between a particle and its neighbours.

This method was also applied by Fogber and Radl [157] whereby the view fac-

tor is estimated based on per-particle corresponding solid angles and treating

the particle surface as a black surface. Although a comparison with analyti-

cal, Monte-Carlo and OpenFoam solutions agreed well, it is expected that the

method still requires a significant CPU time for larger particle arrangements.

A further detailed review on approaches, recent advances and applications

is given by Zhong et al. [158]

2. Technological Concept

Numerous challenges in engineering exist and evolve, that include a contin-

uous and discrete phase simultaneously, and therefore, cannot be solved accu-
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rately by continuous or discrete approaches, only. Problems that involve both

a continuous and a discrete phase are important in applications as diverse as

pharmaceutical industry e.g. drug production, agriculture food and processing

industry, mining, construction and agricultural machinery, metals manufactur-

ing, energy production and systems biology. Some predominant examples are

coffee, corn flakes, nuts, coal, sand, renewable fuels e.g. biomass for energy

production and fertilizer. Therefore, the Extended Discrete Element Method

(XDEM) provides a platform, that couples discrete and continuous phases for

a large number of engineering applications.

The XDEM-suite roots on the Extended Discrete Element Method (XDEM)

that is a recently evolved numerical technique. It extends the dynamic prop-

erties of the classical discrete element method by additional properties such

as thermodynamic state, stress/strain or electro-magnetic field for each discrete

entity. Although continuum mechanics approaches are equally applicable, a lack

of information is inherent due to averaging of the discrete phase. This loss is

usually compensated by additional correlations such as distribution of porosity.

However, solutions based on continuum mechanics have the advantage to deal

with macro-scale engineering challenges. Methodologies based on DEM-CFD

coupling require large computer resources and therefore, deal with applications

covering micro- to meso-scales. An analysis of results on smaller scales unveils

underlying physics that could be fed into continuum mechanics approaches.

Interaction of the discrete phase with continuous fields via heat, mass and

momentum exchange is achieved by a generic interface to the Finite Volume

Method (FVM) . A coupling to computational fluid dynamics is based on the

software platform of OpenFoam [159] to handle efficiently data transfer between

the discrete and continuum phase.

2.1. Fluid Phase Governing Equations

In this regard, the fluid phases are treated as a continuum on macroscopic

level using Eulerian volumetric average known as multi-fluid model in which the

conservation of momentum, mass and energy are solved for each phase separately
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[160].The generic governing equation for the kth phase can be written as Eq.(1).

∂(εkρkφk)

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
transient

+∇ · (εkρk ~vkφk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection

= ∇ · Γ(∇ · εkφk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

+ S(φk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
source/sink

(1)

Where the conservation of mass, momentum and energy can be derived by

replacing the values in Table 1.

Table 1: Values for conservation equations for each phase

φ Γ S(φ)
continuity 1 0 m′

momentum v µ −∇p+ F
energy h — −∇ · q +Q

The term m′ is the source term of the continuity equation, represents the

mass transfer between phases while the µ and F in the momentum equation are

the viscosity and momentum transfer between phases. In the energy equation

the diffusivity is described as a term of q = −λ∇T and λ is the thermal con-

ductivity. The other source term (Q) in the energy equation is any kind of heat

transfer between phases. The coupling between the fluid phases and particulate

phase is through the source/sink term S(φ) where the positive values represent

mass, momentum and energy transfer from the solid particles to the fluid phases

and vice versa.

2.2. Governing Equations for the Particle

One-dimensional and transient conservation equations characterize energy

and mass transport within each particle. Conservation of mass for gas within

the pore volume of a porous particle writes as follows:

∂

∂t

(
εpρg

)
+ (2)

where Smass is the summation of the individual species mass production or

consumption rates created by chemical reactions. εp denotes particle porosity

and ug advective velocity. Moreover, the fluid’s intrinsic density ρg is given by
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the sum of partial densities of species present in the gas phase as ρg =
∑
i

ρi,g.

Transport of gaseous species within the pore space of the particle is considered

to obey Darcys law:

−∂p
∂r

=
µgεp
K
〈ug〉 (3)

where p is pressure and µg denotes the dynamic viscosity and K represents the

permeability of the porous particle. The balance of an individual specie i within

the pores of a given particle is described by

∂(εpρi,g)

∂t
+

1

rn
∂

∂r
(rnεpρi,gug) =

1

rn
∂

∂r
(rnDiεp

∂

∂r
ρi,g) + εp

∑
k

ω̇k,i,g (4)

where ω̇k,i denotes the source term accounting for the consumption or genera-

tion of species i from reaction k and Di is the molecular diffusion coefficient.

The distribution of temperature within a single particle is accounted for by the

energy equation as:

∂

∂t
(ρh) =

1

rn
∂

∂r

(
rnλeff

∂T

∂r

)
+Q′ (5)

Q′ =


∑l
k=1 ω̇kHk in case of chemical reaction

−m′hl,m −m′Lf in case of melting

(6)

where λeff is the effective thermal conductivity and hl,m, Lf and Hk donate the

enthalpy of the liquid at melting temperature, latent heat of fusion, and the

enthalpy of reaction, respectively. m′ is the melting rate which will be defined

later. To solve the equations, the following boundary conditions are needed:

−λeff
∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0 (7)

−Di
∂ρi,g
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0 (8)
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−λeff
∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R

= α(Ts − T∞) + q̇′′rad + q̇′′cond (9)

−Di
∂ρi,g
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R

= βi(ρi,s − ρi,∞) + ṁ′′i,g (10)

where α and β denote the heat and mass transfer coefficients, T∞, ρi,∞ represent

the ambient gas temperature and the gas partial density of the species i in

ambient gas. Ts, ρi,s donate the particle temperature and the partial density of

species i at the surface of the particle, respectively. ṁ′′i,g accounts for the mass

fluxes from the environment. Moreover, q̇′′rad and q̇′′cond account for conductive

heat and radiation transport through physical contact with the wall and/or

particles and are calculated as follow:

q̇′′p,rad =

M∑
j=1

Fp→jσ
(
T 4
p − T 4

j

)
(11)

q̇′′p,cond =

N∑
j=1

1
1
λp

+ 1
λj

Tp − Tj
∆xp,j

(12)

where Fp→j is the view factor between particle p and its neighbor j and λ is the

thermal conductivities of the different particles. The equations are conveniently

written to be represented on different coordinates systems. Thus, the particle

geometry can be chosen to be an infinite plate n = 0, infinite cylinder n = 1 or

a sphere n = 2.

The discrete element method based on the soft sphere model is applied to

the dynamic module of the XDEM-suite. The movement of each particle is

tracked using the equations of classical mechanics. Newtons and Euler’s second

law for translation and rotation of each particle are integrated over time and

the particle positions, orientations and velocity are updated accordingly during

time integration.

mi
d~vi
dt

= mi
d2 ~xi
dt2

= ~F ci + ~F gi + ~F exti (13)
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Ii
dωi
dt

=

n∑
j=1

Mi,j (14)

where ~F ci , Mi.j , ~F
ext
i , vi, ωi, Ii are contact forces, torques and external forces

acting on particle i, linear velocity, angular velocity and moment of inertia,

respectively. For more description the reader is referred to [161, 162, 163, 164]

Transport coefficients, thermodynamic and other properties are spatially

resolved to include dependencies such as temperature and are available from an

extensive data base including NASA polynomials for solid, liquid and gaseous

species.

3. Engineering Applications

The following section addresses relevant and validated applications that em-

phasise the predictive capabilities of the XDEM-suite.

3.1. Generic Multi-phase Flow Solver

The multi-phase solver of the XDEM-suite is applicable to any system in-

cluding several fluid phases flowing through packed bed of solid particles, which

exist in broad spectrum of engineering disciplines as was mentioned before. The

frequently used reactors of these types are packed bed, trickle bed, fluidized bed

reactors which can be classified as counter-current, co-current and cross-current

based on the direction of the fluid phases [165].

The flow behaviour in packed bed reactors is very complex and depends

not only on hydrodynamics but also on the mass and heat transfer between all

phases [166]. The size parameter and geometry of the particulate phase have a

pronounced effect on the flow distribution of fluid phases [167, 166, 168]. In order

to predict the performance of these reactors, the local interaction between all

phases such as fluid-fluid, fluid-solid and solid-solid interactions must be taken

into account. The Eulerian-Lagrangian characteristics of the XDEM-suite allow

including all these interactions for any particulate system.
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Figure 1: Computational domain and porosity distribution

The generic solver was validated using experimental data of Gunjal et al.

[169] for flow of air and water at room temperature through packed bed of solid

particles. An experiment was carried out in a vertical pipe filled with 6mm

spherical particles to represent trickle bed reactors. The geometry of the case

as well as the position of the particles are shown in fig. 1 that includes also the

distribution of porosity . The XDEM-suite calculate the porosity of each CFD

cell based on the algorithm proposed by Xiao et al. [170].

The results were validated by comparing predicted results versus experimen-

tal data for pressure drop and liquid hold up. In fig. 2, the pressure drop for

different liquid velocities is shown, which confirms that by increasing the liquid

velocities, the pressure drop increases as well. In fig. 3, the liquid hold up against

liquid velocity is depicted, which shows that higher liquid hold up occurs when

higher liquid velocity is introduced. Both figures show a very good agreement

with experimental data.

In order to visualize other hydrodynamic parameters such as velocities and

saturations, a slice at height of 0.5 m (shown in fig. 1) for a specific case was
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Figure 2: The XDEM prediction for pres-
sure drop vs experimental data of Gunjal
et al. [169]

Figure 3: The XDEM prediction for liquid
saturation vs experimental data of Gunjal
et al. [169]

chosen, which are displayed in fig. 4. The porosity distribution for this slice is

depicted in fig. 4(a) and it is drawn over a line in fig. 4(b) in order to show

the wall effects. As it is clear in part (b), higher porosities are observed at the

vicinity of the wall, which highly effect the hydrodynamic parameters as com-

pared to a constant porosity distribution. The liquid and gas phase velocities

are shown in part (c) and (d) respectively, while phase saturations are depicted

in part (e) and (f). Higher velocities are in respect to higher saturation zones.

The non-uniform velocity profiles represent the effect of equally non-uniform

porosity distribution estimated by the XDEM-suite which leads to more accu-

rate and precise prediction of hydrodynamic parameters. More details about

the multiphase solver of the XDEM suit can be found in [171, 172, 173].

3.2. Melting of particles as Phase Change Including Heat and Mass Transfer

Transport phenomena including a phase change such as evaporation, melting

and solidification play a key role in a wide range of engineering applications

among which melting is of particular interest and addressed in this section.

A melting process is found in many industrial processes such as metal pro-

cessing, environmental engineering and thermal energy storage systems where

three phases of solid, liquid and gas could exist simultaneously. These systems

are difficult to model with numerical analysis due to the complex interaction

between the different fluid phases and the granular phase. As was discussed be-
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Figure 4: (a) porosity distribusion, (b) porosity distribusion over a line depicted in part (a),
(c) liquid phase velocity, (d) gas phase velocity, (e) liquid phase saturation, (f) gas phase
saturation
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fore, the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework is closer to the real physical processes

rather than the Eulerian-Eulerian model for granular flows which includes par-

ticle - particle interaction. These kind of process can be modelled using the

XDEM-suite, Since the XDEM-suite is an Eulerian-Lagrangian platform which

includes heat, mass and momentum transfer between the fluid phases and solid

particles.

where hsl, m
′ and hlm are latent heat of melting, the melting rate and specific

enthalpy of melt, respectively. The melting rate m′ in the energy equation can

be estimated based on a the energy balance. It requires that the latent heat of

melting is related to heat transfer to particle. Heat available above the melting

temperature is consumed by melting process [173, 174]. Therefore, a melting

rate is defined as:

m′ =


ρ(h−hm)
Lf∆t h ≥ hm

0 h < hm

(15)

where h and hm are the enthalpy of particle at the particle’s temperature

and melting temperature, respectively. The melting rate m′ and m′hlm are

transferred to the CFD field by introducing a source term in the liquid conti-

nuity and energy equations for the fluid phases the governing equations of the

multiphase solver discussed in the previous section.

The new radius of the particle is estimated based on the mass loss at the

surface in each time step. It is assumed that the particle retains its sphericity

in the whole process.

Validation was performed employing experimental study conducted by Shukla

et al. [175]. The case was considered according to the experimental study under

the influence of forced convection for which the set up is shown in fig. 5. The

experiment was carried on a single sphere ice particle with an initial diameter

of 0.036 m fixed in a open channel with dimensions of 500, 152, 216 mm. Water

with a velocity of 0.06 m/s passed the ice sphere horizontally and temperature

of the surrounding water, the melting temperature and initial temperature of
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Figure 5: Experimental setup for a
single particle in a free stream of wa-
ter.
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Figure 6: Time history of the radius of the single
ice particle.

the ice particle were set to 299.15 K, 273.15 K and 257.15 K, respectively.

Latent heat of melting of ice is considered to be 334 KJ
Kg .

Fig. 6 depicts the comparison between experimental data and the predicted

results for the ice spheres radius versus time which shows excellent agreement.

A time step of 0.005 second was used in calculations. Lower values of a time step

produced similar result. In addition, the model has been applied for melting

of a packed bed of ice particles. The water with the velocity of 0.01 m/s and

the temperature of 320.15 K enters from the top of a box with dimensions of

300 mm in width, 152 mm in depth and 100 mm in height, and flows through

an assemble of particles. The water temperature distribution and the size of

particles are presented in fig. 7 for different instances.

The results include temperature distributions in both fluid and individual

particles, that additionally experience forces due to collisions and buoyancy.

Thus, the model framework within the XDEM-suite takes into account all rele-

vant physics and predicts accurate results.

3.3. Powder Metallurgy

Mining, forming and cutting tools as well as wear resistant tools are some

of the most important products of the hard metal industry. One of the most

employed materials in the hard metal industry is tungsten carbide (WC). Tung-

sten carbide is a hard composite that ensures resistance to wear, deformation
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Figure 7: Particles size and temperature at different times.

and fracture to the demanding applications. During sintering of WC small

grains may dissolve and larger grains grow resulting in an overall increase of the

grain size. According to the sintering conditions, the grains tend to grow differ-

ently and some individual grains may even grow to an uncommonly large size

compared to the average grain size. Abnormal large grains negatively impact

most the mechanical properties of tungsten carbides, because they may act as

initiation points for breakage. The WC grain size distribution is essentially de-

termined by the grain size distribution of the employed tungsten powder [176].

Thus, one of the major challenges in carbide technology is to control the grain

size of tungsten powder effectively and accurately.

Tungsten powders are industrially produced by reduction of tungsten oxides,

almost exclusively, via hydrogen reduction of tungsten blue oxide (TBO)[177].

The tungsten blue oxide is not a standard defined tungsten oxide with a chemical

composition that depends on the production conditions from its precursor APT

[176]. The size of the reduced tungsten powder is governed by the prescribed

humidity, temperature of the process, height and morphology of the tungsten
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oxides powder beds, the flow of the feedstock, the direction and flow of the

reducing agents and the dew point [176, 177, 178]. The reducing hydrogen-

flow does not only drive the reduction process, but it also removes the formed

water vapour. The retention of water vapour within the powder is one of the

most important factors to control because water vapour can react with the

existing oxides forming the volatile compound WO2(OH)2, which is transported

and deposited in different localities [176]; influencing directly the widening of

the tungsten grain size distribution including abnormally large grains. Thus,

controlling the water vapour production and retention during the reduction

process is of pivotal interest and immediate industrial impact. In order to study

this process, scientists have developed models to gain understanding and to

try to control the phenomena. Nowadays, literature offers empirical models

that rely on theoretical diffusion equations described in terms of temperature,

time, diffusion-path lengths, and oxide bulk density to predict the extent of

heterogeneous reactions. However, due to the lack of a comprehensive and

accurate representation, industrial production today is still relies on empirical

knowledge [179].

In this section the XDEM-suite is employed to describe the tungsten powder

production under industrial like conditions. Hydrogen reduction of WO3 to W-

powder is considered a well-established process [176, 180, 181]. The chemical

conversion of WO3 powder is represented by a staged-mechanism, reactions (8)

to (11) [182], where oxygen is removed out of the system in the form of water

vapour.

WO3(s) + 0.1H2(g) � WO2.9(s) + 0.1H2O (16)

WO2.9(s) + 0.18H2(g) � WO2.72(s) + 0.18H2O (17)

WO2.72(s) + 0.72H2(g) � WO2(s) + 0.72H2O (18)

WO2(s) + 2H2(g) � W (s) + 2H2O (19)
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Each of the above-inserted reversible bi-molecular reactions can be treated as

equilibrium bi-molecular and finite rate reactions. For such a reaction model the

reaction rate, or the concentration rate of a species k, involved in an equilibrium

reaction at temperature T is represented by the following differential relation

dck
dt

= kf (T ) ·

ν′k · N∏
i=1

c
ν′
i

Ri
− ν′′k
Keq,c(T )

·
M∏
j=1

c
ν′′
j

Pj

 (20)

where N denotes the number of reactants Ri, M denotes the number of prod-

ucts Pj , νi/j represents the absolute values of the corresponding stoichiometric

coefficients and kf (T ) denotes the Arrhenius coefficient [183].

The WO2 powder employed for this study was prepared prior to experi-

mentation. The selected tungsten oxide reduction step is the dominant part

occurring during the industrial production of tungsten powders. Table 2 sum-

marizes the experimental as well as the numerical setup of the above-mentioned

experiments.

Table 2: Numerical properties selected during WO2 reduction simulation

Powder
WO2 98 %
Size 35 µm
Total mass 100 g

Reducing gas
H2 99.9 %
Volumetric flow 15 Nm3/s

Powder bed
Height 10 mm

In order to show the predictive capabilities of the method, XDEM predictions

are compared to measurements of water vapour. Fig. 8 successfully validates

the presented approach for the industrial reduction of tungsten oxides. In the

figure, the experimental data of the water vapour mass fraction was taken from

continuous humidity measurements in the outlet gases. The filtered data, was

obtained after passing the signal measurement through a simple moving-average
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filtering algorithm. In this case study, water vapour is a product of the hydrogen

reduction of WO2. Hydrogen is applied in excess to drive the reaction progress

and evacuate the produced water vapour. Consequently, and as described in

eq. 19, the concentration of water vapour indicates the oxygen removal, and

therefore, the reaction progress. Due to the high gas flow, industry assumes

that outlet measurements are highly representative of the water concentration

inside the furnace, and consequently, indicates the reactions progress. The high

correlation between measurements and predictions not only validates the nu-

merical predictions, but also indicates that outlet measurements are consistent

with the intra-furnace reduction process.
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Figure 8: Comparison of water vapour predicted by XDEM-suite and experimental measure-
ments in gas outlet. The prediction for total water vapour in the powder bed is plotted in red
and blue lines describe water vapour mass fraction measured at the outlet of the furnace.

These results as well as previous validations documented in [179, 182, 184] an-

ticipate that employing the XDEM methodology combined with experimental

data provides important breakthroughs for the powder metallurgy industry.
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3.4. Thermal Treatment of Biomass

Thermal treatment of biomass refers to the conversion of biomass when the

essential heat is available in the system. In this case, physical and chemical pro-

cesses shown in fig. 9 as heat-up, drying, pyrolysis, combustion and gasification

take place.

Heat Heat +

Heat-up/Drying Pyrolysis Char combustion
    (shrinking)

Char gasification
    (shrinking)

O2

     Char - Tar - Volatiles
(CH4, CO, CO2, H2, H2O)

H2O CO, CO2

CO2, H2O

CO, H2

Figure 9: Main steps of conversion process

Heat-up is warming biomass to increase the temperature above the ambient

temperature. When the surface temperature of biomass reaches the saturation

status (around 100◦ C at 1 bar), the water contents of biomass start to vaporize

whereby the drying process begins. After removing the water content and with

increasing heat, the biomass starts to decompose thermally to solid char, liquid

tar and volatile gases (CH4, CO,CO2, H2, H2O). This stage is pyrolysis or

devolatilization process. The released heat from reactions between the volatile

gases and oxygen is used for drying and pyrolysis of new feeding biomass fuel

to the reactor and producing further volatiles so that this cycle continues as

far as the oxygen is provided to the system. The remaining char from thermal

decomposition is gasified via reacting with CO2 and H2O to generate useful

gases of CO and H2 which are highly combustible. Also char is oxidized at high

temperature above 700◦ C denoting the combustion process when the solid char

reacts with oxygen. [185]

Here the XDEM-suite is applied to validate the drying of a single particle

with the experiment carried out by Looi et al. [186]. The particle is considered

as a spherical wet particle including 60 % of moisture content and diameters

10, 12 mm defined as cases A and B. The experiments are performed at the
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pressure of 2.4 bar, and the superheated steam temperature at 170◦ C, as well

as the steam velocity at 2.7 m/s.

The prediction of particle core temperature compared to experiment is shown

in fig. 10 that shows a very good agreement.
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Figure 10: Particle size effect on drying of a coal particle— Case A: dp = 10mm, P = 2.4bar,
Ta = 170◦C, vg = 2.7m/s; Case B: dp = 12mm, P = 2.4bar, Ta = 170◦C, vg = 2.7m/s

In case A, the temperature rises from saturation after 20 s while in case

B it rises after 27 s which states that the small particle is dried faster. The

reason is in the small particle, heat transfer from the surface to core of particle

is faster. However, the temperature of particles in both cases reaches the gas

temperature (170◦ C) at the end of drying. In addition, fig. 11 shows the

behaviour of drying rate based on the moisture content for case B. The AB part

on the curve represents a warming-up period of the particle. The BC part is

the constant-rate period where the particle temperature is constant during this

period since heat transfer into the surface is constant and the heat is consumed

just for water evaporation. When the free water is finished, the temperature

starts to rise. This point is shown as point C, where the constant-rate ends

and the drying rate begins falling that is termed the critical-moisture content.
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The curved portion CD is termed the falling-rate period and is typified by a

continuously changing rate throughout the remainder of the drying cycle. In

addition, fig. 11 depicts the predicted residual moisture content which agrees

well with experimental data [187].
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3.5. Dual-grid multiscale simulations of three-phase flows

The dual-grid multiscale approach for three phase flows was introduced

in [188, 189] and applied to several flow configurations ranging from conven-

tional process engineering [190] to additive manufacturing [191]. It consists in

the identification of two length-scales: a bulk scale where the coupling between

CFD and DEM domain is preformed, and a fluid fine scale at which the fluid

equations are resolved. One CFD grid is associated to each scale, making the

grid used for the solution of the fluid flow equations independent from the par-

ticles’ characteristic dimension. In [188] was shown how, by adopting a correct

interpolation strategy between the two grids, the multiscale approach can pro-

duce accurate, grid-convergent results when the standard DEM-VOF method

cannot.

3.5.1. Laminar three-phase dam-break

Figure 12: Dual-grid multiscale simulation of three-phase flows: Laminar dam-break setup as
in [188] .

The dam break is a famous benchmark for multiphase flows, that was pro-

posed in various configurations by different authors [192]. In particular its
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Figure 13: Dual-grid multiscale simulation of three-phase flows: Comparison between the
reference results in [188] and the implementation within the XDEM platform.

extension to three-phase flows has been of great interest for civil/chemical en-

gineering. We here re-propose a dam-break benchmark as introduced in [188]

and citations within, resolved with the dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF solver
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of the XDEM-platform. The benchmark features a box of dimensions 0.2m x

0.1m x 0.3m, where column of water of 0.05m x 0.1m x 0.1m, and an uniformly

distributed bed of spherical particles at the bottom, breaks and stabilizes. The

spheres have a diameter of 2.7mm. As already done in [188] we refer to and

adimensional kinetic energy:

Ekin =

∫
D
uf · uf ρf 1

2dV∫
Zcol

AinρhgdZ
. (21)

The nondimensional time is defined as

t∗ = t

(
2g

a

) 1
2

, (22)

with a = 0.05m. In figure 13, one can observe how the benchmark is satisfied by

the XDEM-platform in terms of accuracy in the prediction of the experiments,

and of convergence to the reference value of the kinetic energy.

3.5.2. LES approach to turbulent flows

Industrially-significant flows often have to deal with high velocities. This

represents a major problem for the numerical approach to such flows as the

non-linearity of the Navier-Stokes equations can trigger physical and numerical

instabilities [193]. Different numerical approaches have been proposed to cope

with this problems, for a detailed description of which the reader is referred

to [193] and citations within. For a numerical treatment of turbulent phenomena

within multiphase flow, the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach have been

found to hold interesting advantages [194]. The LES approach aims to compute

exactly the large, energy-carrying structures of the flow, while modeling the

smaller scales whose behaviour is accepted to be less local [193]. This is obtained

by a filtering operation applied on every field variable

ỹ(x) =

∫
A

y(x′)Φ(x,x′, ∆̃)dx′, (23)
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where A is the domain of the simulation, Φ a generic filter, with ∆̃ the filter

width. This allows to ideally divide the velocity vector field as

uf (x) = ũf (x) + u′f (x), (24)

with ũf (x) the filtered term as in 23, and u′f (x) the remaining contribute whose

effects need to be modelled.

Classical turbulence models effectively succeeded in describing the effects of

unresolved structures on the resolved ones. If a dispersed phase is present in

the flow the effect of the unresolved structures on the particle may be addressed

by reconstructing a stochastic unresolved velocity field using information about

the turbulent kinetic energy [195, 196, 197, 198]. The XDEM platform allows to

perform coupling between a discrete phase and a LES solution both considering

only the resolved structures as relevant for the flow, and therefore using the

filtered velocity as coupling variable, or taking into account an average effect of

the unresolved scales by partially reconstructing a sub-grid velocity field.

The partially reconstructed velocity field can be used in order to calculate

the drag force in the form

ũ′f = ũ′f (k), (25)

ũf = < uf > +ũ′f , (26)

Fdrag = Fdrag(ũf ), (27)

with k the turbulent kinetic energy One of the simplest reconstruction procedure

can be obtained by

ũf
′
i =

√
2
3kψi for i = 1, .., 3, (28)

with ψi being a white noise. This assumes the subgrid-scales to be perfectly

isotropic and the different components of ũf to be uncorrelated.

The standard two-phase dam break usually involves an obstacle against
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which the water column is breaking. We propose a similar benchmark test

by substituting the obstacle with a pile of particles. The water column is break-

ing against the pile of particles, lifting them, and transporting them in a slurry

flow that impacts on the wall. The setup for the simulations include a domain

size of 10m x 2m x 3m initially the water is at 5m x 2m x 2m. A block

of 700 particles of 10 cm diameter, consisting in seven layers of 10 x 10 reticu-

lates is posed at 1m of distance from the dam. The particles density is fixed

at 800 kg/m3. Considering the actual dimensions of the domain the problem

could not be solved with laminar assumptions. The LES scheme described in

the previous section is used. We propose results for a sub-domain discretisa-

tion of 150k and 500k hexahedral piecewise constant elements. In figure 14 the

evolution of the dam break is shown.

Three configurations are compared: the dam in absence of particles, and at

the presence of particles with different domain discretisation. It can be noticed

how the flow configuration changes completely at the presence of the particle, in

particular the water partially filters through the bed while lifting the particles.

One can observe how the discretisation of the domain changes not only the

resolution of the liquid-gas interface, but as well the velocity distribution of the

particles. In fig. 15 the interface area as a function of time is shown for the

three cases.

It can be noticed how the presence of the particle obstacle significantly

changes the qualitative behaviour of the dam breaking, causing a premature

rupture of the interface (approximatively around t = 0.5s) with consequent in-

crement of the interface area. At the same time the usage of a finer discretisation

allows to capture smaller structures and therefore leads to an higher interface

area prediction. In figure 16 and 17 the profiles for the total kinetic energy and

the sub-filter kinetic energy of the system are presented.

It can be noticed how the total kinetic energy of the fluid system is influenced

by the particle presence. In particular areas where the particles are storing ki-

netic energy from the fluid (and the profiles are are under the curve relative to

the water at t = 0.5 − 0.9 and t = 1.2 − 2.7) and areas where the particles are
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Figure 14: Dam breaking against a pile of particles significant time step. Comparison
between a Dam without obstacles (left), and with obstacle and subdomain discretization of
150k elements (middle) and 500k elements(right). From the top to the bottom are shown
times of 0.1s, 0.35s, 0.50s, 0.85s.

releasing kinetic energy into the fluid (approximatively for times t = 1.1− 1.3s

and t = 3− 4s) can be observed. With reference to fig. 16 the turbulent kinetic

energy appears correctly bounded. Looking at fig. 17 one can notice how the

presence of the particle influences the turbulence kinetic energy profile. Com-

paring the behaviour of the system with only water and the one with particles

and a discretisation of 150000 element (that is also the one adopted for the

dam without particles), a qualitatively different time distribution of the sub-

filter kinetic energy is observed. In particular during the impact with the wall

at x = 10m a higher subgrid kinetic energy can be observed when particles
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Figure 15: Turbulent Dam Break: Interface area as a function of time, Comparison between a
sub-domain discretisation of 500k elements (A), 150k elements(B), and a dam without obstacle
(C).

are present in the system. In reverse during the second impact with the wall at

x = 0 the sub-filter kinetic energy is higher for the pure fluid, while the presence

of the particles gives now to the fluid a more viscous behaviour. By comparison

between the two different discretisation of the fluid-particle system, one can no-

tice how the contribution of the sub-filter kinetic energy decrease when a finer

discretisation is adopted, while the qualitative behaviour remains similar. This

is in accordance to the general LES theory since a finer discretisation allows to

resolve more scales, and therefore a bigger part of the total kinetic energy.
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4. Summary

This contribution reviews relevant literature addressing multi-phase flow

with a solid phase as particulate material present. In addition, the article intro-

duces the predictive capabilities of the XDEM-suite applied to a solid phase that

is closely linked to the fluid phase by an intensive heat, mass and momentum

transfer. The interface between continuum and discrete numerical approaches

includes a selection of fluid dynamic solvers and a variety of different and funda-

mental reaction mechanism that cover a large number of numerical approaches

to describe thermal conversion of a particulate phase. Approaches presented

are validated with experimental data, that establishes an accurate framework

for investigating a variety of engineering applications. Results obtained exhibit

a large degree of detail, in particular on smallest scales. A thorough analysis

of the results obtained allows unveiling the underlying physics, that enables

engineers to improve both design and performance.
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